
A Bag Of People
Pitch deck



problem
 clutter

The everyday bag is often made without an
internal structure.

An all in one unit for various necessities that
remain out of reach and out of mind.

What if one could start by keeping the little
things separate?



solution
 the bag kit

Introduction to a kit.

That maximizes utility.

Taken on the go.

Find what you want in one place.



supply 
 on-the-go

Why? 
Because you just might need a few things
when you're out and about.

Our first 6 slot edition slides into small
compartments, a perfect fit for the average
cross body bag.



space
 easy access

A steady structure that maximizes space and
avoids clutter.

It seeks to solve the in between problem of
not needing a huge amount of space for your
essentials, but also maximizing the space you
have within a small confinement.



want
 vs  need

Designed for daily and immediate usage.

The beauty you carry daily.

Beauty and toiletry bags exist, but they
service a maximized need.

The intention is to serve the primary needs of 
women.



women
 we want

Women, ages 18-32 are our primary audience.

Through the use of surveyed research and
engagement analytics - women within this age
bracket have been our strongest demographic.



design
 uti l ity

We've tested the durability and quality.

Our products are made with vegan leather. 

As a functional additive, there's an elastic band
underneath each slot to secure smaller needs;
pins, pencils etc.



desired
 growth

What we seek to gain is growth and
development through research and smarter
design techniques.

Research - to consciously identify the lives of
those we aim to reach.

We'll continually develop design ideas that
serve a structural purpose.



product 
 development

 

With an outset on quality and durability , we
aim to  develop a range of accessories; kits, 
 inserts, organizers and handbags that keep
your needs within reach.

We will venture into varied textures, colors,
dimensions and smarter design functions.



vision
 mission

We aim to create joyfully designed structures
for everyday needs. 

We are inspired by how people live,
architecture and color.





Thank
You !

www.abagofpeop le . com

http://www.abagofpeople.com/

